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Abstract

Recently, transformer networks have enabled breakthroughs in the field of natural
language processing. This is partially due to the fact that transformer models
can be first trained on a large corpus of unlabeled data prior to fine-tuning on a
downstream task. Unlike natural language, which is somewhat tolerant of minor
differences in word choices or ordering, the structured nature of programming
languages means that program meaning can be completely redefined or be invalid
if even one token is altered. In comparison to high-level languages, low-level lan-
guages are less expressive and more repetitive with more details from the computer
microarchitecture. Whereas recent literature has examined how to effectively use
transformer models on high-level programming semantics, this project explores
the effectiveness of applying transformer models on low-level representations of
programs that can shed light on better optimizing compilers. In this paper, we
show that transformer models can translate C to LLVM-IR with high accuracy,
by training on a parallel corpus of functions extract from 1 million compilable,
open-sourced C programs (AnghaBench) and its corresponding LLVM-IR after
compiling with Clang. We also present another case study that analyzes x86_64
basic blocks for estimating their throughput. We discuss various changes in data
selection, program representation, network architecture, and other modifications
that influence the effectiveness of transformer models on low-level programs.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Historically, programmers could rely on the continuous performance improvements stemming from
Moore’s Law as a way to forgo performance engineering. However, as we enter the post-Moore’s Law
era [9], the development of free performance optimizations from general hardware alone is reaching
a plateau, and programmers must turn elsewhere for performance, such as the use of a compiler to
automatically optimize code. Merouani et al. [23] pointed out that an optimized implementation of
a deep learning neural network, such as XLNet [38], is 1.8× faster than the conventional PyTorch
implemented counterpart. Such a speed boost in deep learning model training can greatly reduce the
number of resources devoted to running the program and, thus, reduce cost, whether it is for scientific
research or for commercial uses.

Consider the code snippet in Figure 1 that normalizes a vector. The loop invariant code motion
(LICM) [24] optimization pass can reduce its computation time from Θ(n2) to Θ(n) by moving the
map function out of the loop. Selecting the right optimization pass can significantly improve the
program’s performance.

This need for optimization and for less time-consuming, better-performing compilers is especially
true with complex, large programs. The larger the program, the lower the possibility that computer
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__attributes__((const))
double mag(int n, const double *A){

double sum = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++){

sum += A[i] * A[i]
}

}
void norm(int n, double *restrict out,

const double *restrict in){
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++){

out[i] = in[i] / mag(n, in);
}

}

void norm(int n, double *restrict out,
const double *restrict in){

double precomputed = mag(n, in);
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++){

out[i] = in[i] / precomputed;
}

}

Figure 1: The left shows the original program to normalize a vector. The norm function would
normally compute in Θ(n2) time without any optimization because the map function computes in
Θ(n) time. However, a compiler with a loop invariant code motion (LICM) [24] would move the map
function outside of the loop and result in the code shown on the right that computes in Θ(n) time.

scientists could manually tune the program for better efficiency. Moreover, the optimization resulting
from manual tuning is specific to the target architecture and cannot provably optimize programs for all
targets. This untransferrable nature posts a barrier in generalizing performance from one to all target
architectures, which is essential when one wants to achieve the similarly optimized performance
on another hardware setup. This obstacle, in turn, fuels the development of automatic compiler
optimization that utilizes machine learning.

While this field of study grows at a fast pace, most of the existing literature relies on the structured
nature of low-level programs within compilers and trains machine learning models based on extracted,
structural information and usually does so in a supervised manner. We, however, attempt to tackle
the compiler optimization problem by leveraging recent breakthroughs in unsupervised machine
learning, namely transformer models. We treat low-level languages, specifically LLVM intermediate
representation (IR) and x86_64 assembly, syntactic token by token, as if they are natural languages,
such as English or Portuguese, or high-level programming language, such as C or Java, on which the
transformer models have found recent success. In one case study, we focus on the translation between
C and LLVM-IR. We built pre-trained models using the Masked Language Modelling objective [8]
and fine-tuned it on parallel corpora of C to unoptimized LLVM-IR datasets, receiving proofs that
the transformer model can successfully translate C functions into LLVM-IR. We find similar results
when we try to translate C to LLVM-IR optimized with -O1 flag. Such success attempts reflect the
ability of transformer models to understand the inner workings of LLVM-IR language syntax, despite
its repetitiveness, and sheds light on the future possibility of applying transformer architecture to
provide better optimization than standard optimization flags. Our work shows that the selection of
the right C compilation dataset is the key to transformers’ performance, and reducing the repetition
within unoptimized LLVM-IR programs and presenting data in prefix notation can help the model
to perform better in translation. In another case study, we attempt to renovate Mendis et al. [22] ’s
hierarchical LSTM model that estimates throughput of x86_64 basic blocks with transformer and
yields results that match state of the art.

1.1 Compilers

Compilers translate source code in a high-level programming language like C or C++ to lower-level
languages. High-level languages are portable, readable, often with high abstraction and elements of
natural language like English. Lower-level languages, being closer to the hardware, lack readability
but are necessary for the hardware to present executable results. Moreover, they are highly optimized
as they are designed specifically for a particular type of targeted hardware. Compilers are critical to
enabling programmers to code at ease without worrying about the lower-level machine code’s lack of
readability and hardware specificity. It connects software to its target software.

Compilers, such as LLVM [20], first produce an intermediate representation (IR) of the source code
before transforming it to lower-level executables to achieve the best of both worlds. It can withhold
complete source code information and is independent of both the source languages and targeted hard-
ware. The intermediate representation allows for more portability in generating better optimization,
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which is usually implemented with a sequence of different optimizing code transformations that result
in semantically equivalent IRs that run faster.

1.2 Compiler Optimization

The problem of compiler optimization has existed in the field of computer science for decades.
Although a myriad of problems exists in the process of optimization, Ashouri et al. [2] identified two
main issues for better optimization: optimization selection and phase-ordering. The former focuses
on what content of optimization to adopt. The latter surrounds the order of applying the chosen
optimizations. The latter exists because sometimes a particular optimization pass A would transform
the code in a way that might "hinders the effect of some optimizations that otherwise could have been
performed by the following pass B"[2]. On the other hand, having a particular transformation before
another might lead to better performance of the latter.

Existing compilers contain numerous preconstructed code transformation passes; for example, Clang,
the LLVM frontend for C and C++, has more than 150 transformations, such as the loop invariant code
motion (LICM) mentioned earlier, loop tiling, and inlining. The sheer number of code transformation
passes also makes the task of constructing heuristics difficult. The problem of optimization lies in
choosing a sequence of right code transformations from the repertoire in the right order. Many of such
code optimizations are dependent on the programming language or architecture, and aggressively
applying these code transformations might result in worse performance than unoptimized ones [2].
Therefore, it is crucial to select the right sequence and, hence, the need to apply machine learning.
Merouani et al. [23] concluded that the state-of-the-art compilers had shown success in solving the
first problem, but work needs to be done to tackle the second problem successfully.

Many of the existing compilers provide standardly named optimization flags, such as -O1, -O2, -O3, or
-Os, that are arbitrarily handpicked by compiler designers to apply a particular set of transformations
in a particular order. They offer a set of simple choices for the developers that trade-off compilation
time with run time, while a higher level is generic more optimized for most programs. It is up to
users themselves to determine which flag would result in a more optimized compilation for their
particular programs. Even though they might provide sufficient functionality for generic users, they
are clearly not the best in terms of targeted optimization for their programs. Numerous attempts have
been made to generate more specified, better-performing code transformations outside of the scope
of preconstructed ones, but this project would only work with the existing ones and aim to learn from
them to achieve a result that performs better than the standard ones.

1.3 Compiler Optimization with Machine Learning

There have been several attempts of compilation optimization using machine learning to tackle each
of the two essential problems mentioned above. Ashouri et al. [2] split the related work on compiler
optimization with machine learning based on how the model characterizes the programs. Some
previous attempts select specific static features of the source code or in the compilation process
as proxies for the whole programs when training. Some select source-code features, such as the
name of the current function, the values of compiler parameters, or the pass ordering in the current
run of the compiler, using tools like[11]’s Milepost GCC. The benefit of static feature extraction is
that collecting such features doesn’t require the code to be executed, which makes the process less
resource-intensive and accessible.

Other existing attempts use a more dynamic approach to characterize code through performance
counters that provide information on how well the code runs. Cavazos et al. [5] built a machine
learning model to predict the set of code optimization sequences based on performance counters,
despite that such characterization is usually architecture-dependent. Traditionally, those optimization
models using performance counters performed a lot better than those using source-code features, but
one needs to run the program multiple times to collect such data.

To achieve a middle ground, some models adopt graph-based features. Park et al. [26] built a novel
model for speedup prediction based on the graph-based characterization of the intermediate through
control flow graphs (CFG). Doing so maintains a high level of expressiveness as performance counter
features but remains "static" like the source-code features. Tools like LLVM’s Opt exist to easily
extract control flow graphs from a function or a program [2]. Such characterization can still be
limited, as they only select parts of a program to feed into the machine learning model for training.
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One of the prominent works on code optimization prediction is COBAYN, a Bayesian Network
model built by Ashouri et al. [3], looking at static, dynamic, or hybrid features. However, the model
is supervised and usually only works to select optimization heuristics, which still lacks portability.
Unsupervised works mainly surround genetic algorithms such as Neuro Evolution of Augmenting
Topologies (NEAT). Kulkarni et al. used such an algorithm to address both the optimization selection
[34] and the phrase ordering problem [17]. Also, Huang et al. [15] developed the AutoPhase model
to optimize the phase ordering for HLS compilers with deep reinforcement learning.

With a relatively simpler objective of speedup prediction, Merouani et al. [23] applied deep learning to
build a cost model implemented in the Tirasimu compiler, trying to tackle phase-ordering. Merouani
et al. [23] addresses two problems in previous cost models: that it only applies to basic assembly
blocks instead of full programs and that it is heavily engineered. However, the model only assesses a
few code transformations revolving around loops, such as loop fusion or tiling. Mendis et al. [22]
developed an effective hierarchical LSTM model, Ithemal, for a similarly narrow question, estimation
of throughput given x86_64 assembly basic blocks.

Previous deep learning works that predict compiler sequences seem to be sparse, and most of the
attempts aimed to solve a part of the problems and have their limitations. Our projects aim to look at
the optimized intermediate representation on a language level, i.e., all of the available static features,
which serves as a more holistic approach than the current literature. Our work shows the potential
and serves as a first step towards utilizing transformer models to tackle both problems, optimization
selection and phase-ordering, at once.

1.4 Unsupervised Machine Translation

Meanwhile, the field of natural language processing (NLP) has gained heat in the past few years.
Recent developments in NLP include the transformer model by Vaswani et al. [35] that performed
exceptionally well in language translation tasks, such as translating sentences from Portuguese to
English. Specifically, the transformer model revolutionizes the traditional Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) model that clusters layers of feedforward neural network with previous outputs as inputs for
the next layer. RNN is known to be slow to train and suffers from the vanishing gradients problem in
long data sequences. Attempts such as LSTM [14] try to solve vanishing gradients but still remain
slow because the process is still strictly sequential. transformer model yields better results and
updates on these networks by training sequences in parallel through the concept of attention that
calculates the relevance of each word in a sentence to each other to itself, which, most importantly,
can be done while disregarding their distances in the input or output sequence.

Multiple attempts advanced state of the art for NLP tasks since the publication of the original
transformer paper, including the BERT model [8] for monolingual pretraining and later the Cross-
lingual Language Pretraining Model (XLM) [18]. BERT establishes Masked Language Modeling
(MLM) as an effective pre-train objective. XLM upgrades the BERT model to better perform
translation between multiple languages with training objectives like Back-Translation, first established
by Lample et al. [19]. It also adds the Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) [33] to increase the shared vocabulary
between languages that BERT lacks. The input data can only bring a fixed vocabulary, but translation
should be an open-vocabulary problem in real life. BPE splits words into sub-words so the program
can better deal with these potential rare and unknown words that do not previously exist in the
vocabulary, bettering the performance of BERT on cross-lingual translation [19].

1.5 Unsupervised Machine Translation on Code

While transformer models show consistent, positive results regarding natural languages, researchers
also applied transformer models to translate between programming languages in the recent two
years. Kanade et al. [16] developed a BERT model to obtain contextual embedding of Python source
code, training with five classification tasks. Feng et al. [10] presented CodeBERT, a pre-trained
model aiming to capture the semantic similarity between natural and programming languages. They
showed that pretraining could improve the performance of downstream tasks like code searches and
documentation generation. The most prominent and relevant work is Roziere et al. [30] ’s TransCoder,
an unsupervised model that translates C++, Java, and Python 3 to each other based on open-sourced
GitHub monolingual source code data accessed through Google BigQuery1.

1https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/details/github/github-repos
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After TransCoder’s initial success, Roziere et al. [31] developed DOBF [31] and self training
TransCoder (TransCoder-St) [32]. The former is a novel deobfuscation pretraining objective (DOBF)
specifically designed for programming languages to replace the popular MLM objective. It asks to
recover obfuscated variable and function names, such as VAR1 or FUNC1, based on their actual
meaning. Since codes, unlike natural languages, are more structured, "if a given variable appears
multiple times in a function," the transformer model applied on programming languages might be
able to cheat when training for MLM because it can "simply copy its name from one of the other
occurrences" [31]. As a result, MLM does not work very well with repetitive codes, and DOBF
can provide a more informative pre-trained model because it is a more difficult task than MLM and
bypasses this common error that the machine learning model can perform during MLM. TransCoder-
ST [32] identifies the importance of parallel data corpus to unsupervised machine translation. Due
to the inherent difficulty of collecting parallel data between C++, Java, and Python, TransCoder
[30] settles for monolingual data and fine-tuning on the back-translation objective, which involves
training on noisy inputs. TransCoder-ST builds a parallel data corpus by taking an already trained
TransCoder to generate predicted translation and leveraging an automated unit-test tool to filter out
invalid prediction, then continues to fine-tune the model with this parallel data corpus. Both the
DOBF pretraining objective and the generated parallel data corpus for self-training improve upon the
state-of-the-art first established by TransCoder.

Since the development of well-designed benchmarks on machine learning for programming languages,
such as CodeXGLUE [21], many more attempts exist to apply Transformers to perform various
downstream tasks that analyze code and sometimes involve natural language to programming language
interactions, including but not limited to code completion, code translation, code generation, and code
summarization. Phan et al. [27] developed CoTexT to apply the popular T5 model, or Text-to-Text
Transfer Transformer, [29] on code, allowing the model to perform multiple downstream tasks with
one model. Ahmed and Devanbu [1] highlighted that different implementations of the same code in
multiple programming languages can particularly preserve identifiers naming patterns well, which
can serve as an anchor point for training and amplifying performance. GitHub Copilot2, powered by
OpenAI Codex, can provide accurate suggestions to complete lines or whole functions based on the
documentation comment and other contexts.

2 Model

To translate C to unoptimized LLVM-IR, we follow the model structure and code implementation
established in TransCoder [30]: a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) transformer model with attention
that consists of an encoder and decoder 3. The TransCoder model follows the three principles first set
out by XLM [18] for cross-lingual natural language translation: initialization, language modeling,
and back-translation. We follow the first two steps accordingly but adapt the Machine Translation
objective rather than back translation, pretraining with the MLM objective on all the C and LLVM
data and training with denoising auto-encoding and back-translation objectives only on the standalone,
static function.

2.1 Preprocessing

Then, to process into the ML pipeline, we use separate tokenizers for C and LLVM-IR similar to
Roziere et al. [30] because different languages use keywords for drastically different meanings. For
example, ";" indicates the end of one line in C but indicates the start of a comment in LLVM-IR.
Facebook researchers originally implemented the C tokenizer using a Python binding of Clang,
but later switched to Tree-sitter4 in their newly updated CodeGen GitHub repository5. The two
tokenizers function slightly differently, but both accomplish the desired task properly; for example,
for the hashtag function definition #define, Clang would tokenize it into two tokens # and define
respectively, while Tree-sitter keeps it as one token. We chose to use the Clang C tokenizer because
of its internal logic’s similarity to the LLVM-IR tokenizer that we implemented, which utilize similar

2https://copilot.github.com/
3https://github.com/facebookresearch/TransCoder
4https://tree-sitter.github.io/tree-sitter/
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/CodeGen
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libraries. We extended the LLVM library using PyBind11 6 to access the LLLexer as our LLVM
tokenizer. It provides the token types, and we can parse out the string representation of the tokens
correspondingly. We then learn BPE codes on these tokens concatenated together, using fastBPE7,
and split them into subword units.

2.2 Cross Programming Language Pretraining

Lample et al. [19] concluded the importance of pretraining in unsupervised machine translation by
mapping similar sequences with similar meanings together regardless of the languages. Roziere et al.
[30] identified the cross-lingual nature of the pretraining model comes from the number of common
tokens (anchor points), such as shared keywords like define, variable names, and digits. We believe
that the task of translating from C to LLVM inherently presents worse cross-lingual representation
than a translation between two high-level languages, such as C++ and Java. This difference is because
of the higher syntactical and structural difference between C and LLVM, similar to the logic that an
English-French model would have more "cross-linguality" than an English-Chinese model because
of the similar alphabet [30]. There should be enough anchor points to consider the C-LLVM model
as cross-lingual, but unexplored specifics still exist to form a conclusion with higher certainty.

For the specific pretraining objective, we use the masked language model (MLM) objective [8]
following Roziere et al. [30]. Namely, it takes in a text sequence at each iteration, masks out
some tokens, and asks the model to predict the missing tokens based on their context. While the
deobfuscation pretraining objective, DOBF [31], has been proven to be a more effective pretraining
model, we chose not to use DOBF. The original study only implemented DOBF on Java and Python,
not C++, because an open-sourced obfuscator for C++ does not exist to generate the obfuscated
data the DOBF pretraining requires. We did not have enough time or resources to implement one
ourselves at this point and chose not to use it for C programs. Moreover, since LLVM-IR does not
generate variables with meaning names but rather %0, %1, %2s, pretraining DOBF on LLVM-IR seems
impossible.

2.3 Denoising auto-encoding

While the encoder exactly matches the architecture of the pre-trained XLM model, the decoder needs
extra parameters on the source attentions, which are randomly initialized following Lample and
Conneau [18]. As the decoder has never trained to decode a sequence before, the model trains the
encoder and decoder with the Denoising Auto-Encoding (DAE) objective, which asks the model to
predict the sequence of tokens based on a corrupted version of it after adding noise established in
Lample et al. [19]. The noise is generated by randomly masking, removing, and shuffling tokens
in the input sequences. This step trains the encoder to be robust against noise so that it can better
perform the latter back-translation objective [30].

2.4 Machine Translation

With the pretraining MLM and denoising auto-encoding objectives, the model would be able to
generate translation based on the input, but it might be of low performance and be dependent on the
inherent and unchangeable "cross-linguality" between languages based on the number of common
anchor points [30]. TransCoder [30] and XLM [18] are trained on the back-translation objective to
mitigate the problem, which translates the sequence in the source language to the target language
and translates it back to the source language, on which the loss function is performed. However,
as TransCoder-ST [32] identifies, back-translation is a mediocre solution to the problem that they
lack parallel data and have to rely on monolingual data because back-translation is less direct than
machine translation and creates more noise along the way. If parallel data is available, one should
choose machine translation. In the case of translating from C to LLVM-IR, we can easily access such
parallel corpus as long as the C program is able to compile.

Machine Translation and Denoising Auto-Encoding train in parallel until they converge.

6https://github.com/pybind/pybind11
7https://github.com/glample/fastBPE
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2.5 Preprocessing Modifications

We first clean up the C data before compiling to generate LLVM-IR with clang -E, which writes
out all the hashtag functions and library dependencies in C. We also made several attempts to clean
out unnecessary parts of the LLVM data that can facilitate better training while ensuring that it
would not tamper with the compilation results. This removed information includes target data layout,
target hardware architecture, comments, alignments, global attribute groups, and metadata. In some
statements, such as load, or getelementptr inbounds, the type of the data always appears twice,
once as itself and another as the pointer to it. In this case, we removed one of the two appearances
and made sure our detokenizer could restore it back.

We remove all comments as they are filtered out in the process of compilation and would not provide
meaningful information for translation.

At the same time, because we want to eventually compile the translated hypotheses but only train
on the level of functions instead of the whole file, some information is inevitably lost in the process
and cannot be recovered. While some we can restore back an unexpressive global variable definition
or function declaration to reach the bare minimum for the program to compile, the definition of any
struct is permanently lost and would hinder the program’s compilation. We can simply replace the
references of a non-recursive struct with their definitions without losing meaning. For a struct
like %struct.S5 = type { i16, i32, i24 }, we can replace all occurrences of %struct.S5
with { i16, i32, i24 }. While it adds complexity to the model than translating directly into
%struct.S5 because it needs to make the extra inference, it seems to be a worthwhile sacrifice to
make sure the machine learning predictions compile.

Furthermore, for each C representation of a string, LLVM-IR would automatically generate a global
string constant with names such as @.str.1 or @.str.2. The string information would be lost when
we only extract functions to train. We have tried to mitigate this problem by replacing unexpressive,
automatically generated string variable names with the exact content of the string.

For example, the string definition of the following:

@.str.1 = private unnamed_addr constant [8 x i8] c"\0Ahello\0A\00"

will be changed into a definition like this:

@".str.1:\0Ahello\0A\00" = private unnamed_addr constant [8 x i8] c"\0Ahello\0A\00"

However, as long as we know the length of the string, we could also fill in random character tokens
to make the programs compile, which seems to be a more effective solution because it gives the
model an easier task to learn. For other global constants, the call expressions themselves have enough
information to reconstruct at least a declaration, which is a bare minimum for the program to compile.

Moreover, the complex type variables in LLVM are difficult for the model to learn. For in-
stance, an array in LLVM-IR is defined like @ptr = [3 x i32] [i32 1, i32 2, i32 3],
which is a hard syntax for the machine to learn because it has to consider the scope of
the array and where the [] ends. In a more extreme example, a struct with the type
{ [4 x i8], i32, i8, { i8, i32 }, i64 } is even harder to comprehend. Griffith and Kalita
[12] showed that transformer models would do better in solving arithmetic problems when the arith-
metic expressions, as the data, are in prefix notation instead of the conventional infix notation. We
made similar attempts that remove structures of [] or {} and write out the types in prefix notation,
converting the above struct into STRUCT 5 ARR 3 4 x i8 i32 i8 STRUCT 2 i8 i32 i64. By
recording the length of the struct, the detokenizer can faithfully restore them back to evaluate the
model’s performance. Representing data in prefix notation is proven to be easier for the transformer
model to understand.

3 Experiment

3.1 Training Details

Following Roziere et al. [30] ’s TransCoder, we train our model with a transformer of 6 layers, 8
attention heads, with a single encoder and a single decoder for all programming languages. At
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training time, we use batches of around 3500 tokens. We use the GELU [13] as an activation function.
We add in a 10% dropout rate and a 10% attention dropout rate. We optimize TransCoder with the
Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 10−4. We train them on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU
or an A100 TENSOR CORE GPU. It is worth noting that we have fewer computing resources than
the researchers producing the work to which this paper is referencing. Such limitations can also make
sure that our work on compiler optimization can be realistic and applicable to the vast majority of
developers without robust GPUs.

3.2 Training Data

We have considered multiple data sources for our training data, including CSmith [37], Project
CodeNet [28], GitHub Google BigQuery 8, and AnghaBench [7].

CSmith by Yang et al. [37] is a randomized test-case generation tool for C programs, built initially to
discover unknown compiler bugs. Regarding the state-of-art when it was published in 2011, it could
generate random programs that are comparatively more expressive, containing complex code using
many C language features. We first attempted our model on CSmith but received poor results due to
its randomness, repetitiveness, and complexity, lacking proximity to humanly written code. It only
utilizes relatively simple data structures and operations, which might not represent all the C programs.
It only utilizes relatively simple data structures and operations, which might not represent all the C
programs. The functions are usually too long, and machine learning models work better with shorter
sequences.

Project CodeNet provides a set of benchmarks scrawled from two online judge websites, AIZU
Online Judge9 and AtCoder10. These websites contain a finite set of questions for which coding
enthusiasts could submit solutions, and these solutions span different languages. Project CodeNet’s
strength is an established set of parallel data spanning different languages, but unfortunately, we only
need the C files. As it turned out, the solutions people submit, especially for simpler questions, can
be highly similar and does not generalize well to the LLVM language as a whole. On the C level,
different syntax exists to implement the exact same function, such as the difference between writing a
for loop in one line and in multiple lines, or the difference between writing a while loop and a for
loop. However, such a visible difference on the C level disappears on the LLVM-IR level, as long
as the C codes attempt to achieve the same functionalities. Our model struggled when training on
CodeNet data.

Google BigQuery provides a public crawl to all available GitHub open-sourced repositories; such a
scrawl can generate 3 million C files alone. However, because we have next to no knowledge on the
libraries dependencies the C files need, only a limited amount of those files can be compiled with
natural Clang and used for our projects. We eventually decided not to use this dataset for training
due to the difficulty of training.

AnghaBench is a benchmark of more than 1 million C functions, with the required minimal C code
to compile them. Built by crawling C files on GitHub, the authors extracted individual functions
and applied type-inference to reconstruct the missing definitions required to compile them, such as
declarations of auxiliary functions, type definitions, etc. AnghaBench has, by far, the most amount
of usable data, which can help saturate the model. Having only one extracted function in each file
facilitates the model’s training, and our model found success on this benchmark dataset.

While we pre-train on all the source code available, we train with DAE and back-translation objection
on only the static functions in C and their corresponding LLVM-IR.

3.3 Evaluation

We evaluate our results on three metrics, the training accuracy generated by the loss function,
perfect reference matches, the industry convention BLEU [25] score. Reference match refers to the
percentage of translation that perfectly matches the ground truth, while the BLEU score is a widely
accepted evaluation metric for natural language translation, with 0 as completely different and 1 as
exactly the same.

8https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/details/github/github- repos
9https://onlinejudge.u-aizu.ac.jp/home

10https://atcoder.jp/
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AnghaBench Dataset Prefix Prefix & Global -O1 Original
Testing Accuracy 98.69 99.29 97.87 99.03
Reference Match 22.62 37.82 38.73 13.33
BLEU 78.19 81.91 77.03 69.21

Table 1: Results of unsupervised machine translation on the AnghaBench test set. The first
column, labeled "Prefix", illustrates the training result after converting data representation to prefix
notations. The second column shows the result after performing prefix notation and converting global
variables and structs into their respective definitions. The third column shows the result of training
on LLVM-IR optimized with -O1 flag. The fourth shows the training result with no preprocessing
modifications to the original LLVM-IR.

Csmith CodeNet
Testing Accuracy 90.73 93.66
BLEU 43.39 51.01

Table 2: Results of unsupervised machine translation on the Csmith and CodeNet test set. The
training on both datasets adopts the best possible preprocessing modifications, but due to the nature
of the datasets, the training on AnghaBench significantly outperforms that on Csmith or CodeNet.

TransCoder has to rely on back-translation, evaluating a BLEU score between the original C code
and predicted C code after translating twice. However, back-translation might make BLEU score
uninformative, because the model can translate into some LLVM-IR gibberish but translate back
to proper C. Because generating parallel matching data for C and LLVM-IR isn’t as hard, the
direct machine translation approach used by our project makes the evaluation of BLEU score more
informative. Directly testing whether the programs can compile is another good metric, but the
numerous preprocessing modifications we employed made such a detokenization process difficult, an
area that is left for our future work.

3.4 Results

The current results are reported in the following tables. We report the results on our AnghaBench test
set, with various preprocessing modifications, in Table ??, and give an example of such unsupervised
translation from C to LLVM-IR tested on AnghaBench in Figure 2. We report the results of training
on Csmith and CodeNet data in Table 2. We observe that the transformer model performs significantly
better on the AnghaBench dataset than on Csmith and CodeNet, due to the dataset’s expansiveness
and humanly readable syntax. Applying prefix notation transformation, removing redundant language
syntax, and writing out global variable and struct definitions within the function also help the model
to perform better.

mysig_t mysignal ( int sig , mysig_t act ) {
return ( signal ( sig , act ) ) ;

}

define dso_local i32 @mysignal ( i32 %0 , i32 %1 ) #0 {
%3 = alloca i32
%4 = alloca i32
store i32 %0 , i32 * %3
store i32 %1 , i32 * %4
%5 = load i32 , i32 * %3
%6 = load i32 , i32 * %4
%7 = call i32 @signal ( i32 %5 , i32 %6 )
ret i32 %7
}

Figure 2: Example of LLVM-IR prediction with the transformer model. The right is a verbatim
match to the excepted compiler output.
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Spearman Corr. Pearson Corr. Validation Accuracy
(<25% margin of error)

Proj. layer Only 90.04 94.95 55.27
Proj. layer & Embedding 89.35 63.73 51.04
Proj. layerlabel2id 95.29 91.95 76.06
Proj. layer & Embeddinglabel2id 95.74 93.69 75.19
Replicated Ithemal 96.0 91.8 88.39

Table 3: Results of applying transformer model to estimate the throughput of x86_64 basic
blocks The transformer model yields results worse or matching the original Ithemal model. Among
the different ablations of transformer models, fine-tuning with projection layer and label2id dictionary
performs the best, with a validation accuracy of 76.06%, but the difference is almost indistinguishable
with the model that fine-tunes on both the projection layer and embedding and mapping throughputs
with label2id, with a validation accuracy of 75.10%.

mov rdx, qword ptr [rbx+0x50]
xor mov mov
ecx, ecx
esi, 0x01178629 rdi, rbp

110.0

Figure 3: The above figure is an example of the data points in the BHive dataset. The left illustrates
one x86_64 basic block, and the right shows its corresponding throughput as a numerical value.

4 Throughput Estimation of x86_64 Assembly Basic Block

In another separate case study, we have also attempted to renovate Mendis et al. [22] ’s Ithemal,
which utilizes a hierarchical LSTM model, with transformer models. Accurate throughput estimation
is an essential tool to inform the computer how to choose the proper optimization passes.

4.1 Setup

We have trained our transformer model on the BHive [6] benchmark dataset, with 320,000+ x86_64
basic blocks mapped to throughput when running on the Intel Haswell microarchitecture. An example
of the data can be found in Figure 3. We followed the preprocessing structure outlined in Ithemal,
adopting a DynamoRIO [4] tokenizer. DynamoRIO recovers hidden information in the Intel syntax;
for example, the tokenizer will recover mul ecx into mul eax ecx, edx eax. Unlike the LLVM-
IR tokenizer that recognizes brackets as separate tokens, DynamoRIO can remove unnecessary
syntaxes, such as brackets and memory displacements. Furthermore, unlike because assemblies do
not contain any English elements, the vocab for assemblies is small (less than 2000 tokens), so there
is no need to perform BPE on the assembly basic blocks.

4.2 Results

We pre-trained the model with Masked Language Modelling and fine-tuned it with MSE loss for
regression on the same dataset. We report the results in Table 3. After pretraining on all available, we
provide ablation studies between training only on the prediction layer or both the prediction layer
and the language embedding and between mapping to the throughput’s raw values or mapping to
a dictionary of labels (label2id) that can greatly shorten the range of possible values. We evaluate
our results on three metrics, Spearman correlation (rank correlation), Pearson correlation (linear
correlation), and percentage of accurate predictions within ± 25% of margin of error.

While statically, the transformer model performs worse or matching to the original Ithemal model
[22], it performs better in another unique way. The majority of the BHive [6] data points fall under
value between 20.0 and 1000.0, but the maximum can go up to 1,600,450, and the model frequently
treats them as outliers. While both Ithemal and transformer struggle with large values, we observe
that Ithemal can be more exact for the small data points but is really far off for these big outliers,
and transformer model seems to model the big data points better but be less exact for all data points.
Examples of such a difference is shown in Table 4.
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(a) Proj. layer with lab2id

Predicted Actual
53.0 49.0
345.0 301.0

1779.0 1697.0
3287.5 3087.5

61.0 59.0
2481.25 2295.0

(b) Proj. layer & Embedding with
lab2id

Predicted Actual
56.0 49.0
277.0 301.0

1479.0 1697.0
3107.0 3087.5

61.0 59.0
2415.0 2295.0

(c) Reproduced Ithemal

Predicted Actual
33.02 33.00
99.13 98.00

309.76 304.00
139.45 1400.00
70.00 399.00

644.00 2295.00

Table 4: Examples of throughput prediction made by the transformer model and Ithemal.
The left table shows the examples of the transformer model fine-tuning only the projection layer,
with label2id dictionary. The middle table shows the examples of transformer fine-tuning on both
projection layer and embedding space, with label2id dictionary. The right table illustrates the results
of the reproduction of the original Ithemal model.

5 Discussion

This project serves as the first attempt of transformer models to be applied to low-level programming
languages and opens the literature for future work to use transformer models for automatic compiler
optimization tasks. While our model finds success training on the AnghaBench dataset, whether such
a dataset contains a certain bias is unclear. We tested our model on a section of the AnghaBench
dataset, so future work to evaluate the same model using other sources of C programs might shed
light on whether the C to LLVM-IR model we built can generalize to the entire LLVM-IR language.

For translations between high-level languages, transformer models can often find exact matches of
keywords on a token-to-token level and are syntactically similar to each other. However, C has a lot
more abstraction than LLVM-IR, and LLVM-IR often has to represent one line of C code in multiple
lines. The model can be overwhelmed by the quantity of rather unimportant lines to pinpoint the
informative lines. Especially when AnghaBench contains mostly short functions, which facilitates
the model’s training, future work should especially examine whether the machine learning model
can generate long, complicated functions with multiple branches. Attempts to directly apply long,
complicated functions through Csmith did not seem to work out well.

We did not need to worry about library dependencies in the AnghaBench dataset, but in programs
that do, such function definitions will show in LLVM-IR but not in C. It would add bias to library
dependencies over the body of the functions themselves.

Another area for possible future work is to evaluate the translation of C to LLVM-IR without the
use of BPE. While BPE can help to limit the vocab, the vocab of LLVM-IR is already limited, and
its only English-based components are in strings and function names. Similar to the DynamoRIO
tokenizer, a tokenizer with a fixed vocabulary might make more sense for LLVM-IR.

While the transformation of C to LLVM-IR can already be achieved with rule-based compilers, the
reverse, converting LLVM-IR to humanly readable C, lacks implementations. Julia Computing has
"resurrected" the LLVM C backend (llvm-cbe)11, it generates generate C++ API calls to recreate the
LLVM-IR basic blocks instead of recovering the control flow. Although our primitive explorations
remain unsuccessful, future work on the transformer models can shed light on bettering such a
reserved transformation.

We currently parse the language on a token level and use these static source-code features to
characterize the language. Meanwhile, Park et al. [26] has shown success in using a control flow
graph to represent the programs in their supervised machine learning model. Following a similar
logic, graph neural networks [36] are an interesting framework for compiler optimization that is
worth looking into.

11https://github.com/JuliaComputingOSS/llvm-cbe
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, following successful efforts of applying transformer models on natural languages and
programming languages, we explore the effectiveness of transformer on low-level compiler programs,
specifically LLVM-IR and x86_64 basic blocks. Our study shows that such an unsupervised approach
to low-level programs holds water and can successfully translate C to LLVM-IR while matching the
state of the art for estimating basic blocks’ throughput. Selecting the proper dataset and modifying
the tokenization of the low-level languages can improve the performance of the model, but some
constraints to the performance still remain and need further exploration.
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